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T H E  A L U M N U S

Dearest Members of our Alumni Community:

Congratulations, first and foremost, to the Class of 
2021!  We welcome this incredibly strong, resilient 
class of graduates to the Alumni Association. Read 
more about this incredible class and the College’s 
Virtual Salute to Graduates on pg. 2.  

To you, Class of 2021, I applaud your persistence, your 
strength of character, your brilliance. Please know that 
your CCNY network is here for you—use it! You have 
at your fingertips a strong family, a network, a CCNY 

community ready to assist you on your path to success. This remarkable organization 
of CCNY alumni supporting alumni—since 1853, the first graduating class—is ready 
to serve. Your first year of membership in the association is our graduation gift to you. 
It is not automatic; sign up at www.ccnyalumni.org/join today.

Speaking of membership, a gentle reminder that annual memberships expire on June 
30, 2021. If you are an annual member, renew your love for all things LAVENDER 
by staying connected to your Alumni Association by renewing your membership.  For 
more information on membership renewal and options, see the remittance envelope 
included in this magazine or visit www.ccnyalumni.org.

In this issue, you’ll find many of our stories are an eclectic mix of hopeful optimism and 
celebration.  Be sure to check out our much anticipated story on CCNY Olympians 
(pg 8) and our continued remembrances of House Plans (pg. 12). Notably, however, 
on pg. 6 you’ll read a story from a current student on her perspective of the recent 
increase in hate crimes in NYC and across the country. The Alumni Association of 
CCNY condemns racism and bigotry in all its forms. This includes the increased 
violence we’ve seen against the Asian American, Black, Jewish, Palestinian, LGBTQ+ 
communities, as well as the many others affected by such senseless hate. 

The CCNY community is a strong and proud, diverse community—one that is called, 
together, as a community, to stand in solidarity to oppose hate, oppose prejudice, 
oppose racism. Together, we must support each other to bolster our resolve, honestly 
acknowledging our past transgressions, to act boldly, and to constantly, relentlessly 
pursue that elusive but critical objective we, as a nation, wish to achieve: to build a 
more perfect union.

And lastly, as our state, our nation, and our communities continue to re-open amid 
the coronavirus pandemic (read more about the reopening of campus on pg. 4), please 
continue to stay safe. We are all processing this trauma of the pandemic in different 
ways. Be mindful of each other's anxiety, while also protecting your own physical 
and mental well-being. Perhaps an overused phrase, but no less true—we are in this 
together.

Wishing you and your families a very happy, healthy, safe summer season ahead.

—David Covington

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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2021 COMMENCEMENT

CITY COLLEGE 168TH SALUTE TO 
GRADS HONORS ACCLAIMED SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCHER, 
TRAILBLAZER ALUMNUS

As a record number of students graduated from The City 
College of New York, Alondra Nelson, an acclaimed 
researcher and author who explores questions of science, 
technology, and social inequality, was the keynote speaker 
at CCNY’s 168th Commencement on June 4. Nelson 
received the honorary degree Doctor of Humane Letters 
at the college’s second consecutive virtual salute due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

City College also honored Edward Blank, ’57, one of its 
distinguished alumni and a telemarketing trailblazer, with the 
honorary degree Doctor of Humane Letters. 

In her speech to graduates, Nelson emphasized that “even 
as in this moment of virtual learning and virtual rituals, the 
real City College of New York lives in all of you.” Speaking 
from her faculty office at Princeton University where she 
is Harold F. Linder Professor at the Institute for Advanced 
Study, Nelson expressed regret that she could not witness in 
person the class of 2021 cross “the finish line, as our country 
continues to reckon with a global pandemic, heightened racial 
injustice, and economic uncertainty.”

“You all possess an enriched capacity to better the lives of 
your loved ones, and to imagine the experiences of others who 
are different from you...[A]s you move forward in the world 
after City College, do not forget that there is endless beauty 
in community, in generosity, and in gratitude.... Not because 
you owe a debt, but because gratitude cultivates patience and 
humility.”

Go out and tell your story. Make your mark on this city. 
Empower others in your community to do the same. Lend 
your voice and vision toward creating a just society.”

In his remarks to the class of 2021, President Boudreau also 
underscored the irrefutable impact of COVID: “You enter a 
world that has been partly broken by the pandemic. But the 
moment can also be seized by those who seek creatively to 
disrupt what has weighed us down, to reassemble the pieces 
of our civilization in ways that allow each person a fuller 
measure of justice and opportunity, that see, revealed in the 
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WHITE HOUSE POLICY LEADER  
& SCHOLAR ALONDRA NELSON 
GIVES 2021 KEYNOTE SPEECH

A scholar of science, technology, 
medicine, and social inequality, Nelson 
is the President of the Social Science 
Research Council. She currently serves as 
Deputy Director for Science and Society 
for the White House Office of Science and 
Technology Policy. Nelson was previously 
professor of Sociology at Columbia 
University, where she also served as the 
inaugural Dean of Social Science. 

Nelson has held visiting professorships 
and fellowships at the Max Planck Institute 
for the History of Science, the BIOS Centre 
at the London School of Economics, the 
Bayreuth Academy of Advanced African 
Studies, and the Bavarian American 
Academy. Her research has been 
supported by the Ford Foundation, the 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Alfred 
P. Sloan Foundation, and the National 
Science Foundation.

Her award-winning books include “The 
Social Life of DNA: Race, Reparations, 
and Reconciliation after the Genome” 
and “Body and Soul: The Black Panther 
Party and the Fight against Medical 
Discrimination.” 

She’s currently writing a book about 
science and technology policy in the 
Obama administration; "Society after 
Pandemic," an essay collection; and 
new research exploring the sociology of 
bioethics.  



2021 SALUTE TO GRADUATES
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higher contrast of the 
crisis the roots of our 
social problems, and set 
about pulling them up, 
and planting in their place 
a more nourishing crop.” 

Boudreau pointed out 
that the current grads 
follow in the footsteps 
of generations of CCNY 
graduates “equipped 
for success... the living 
embodiment of the 
determination and 
resolve that continuously 
refreshes this country.”

As stewards of City 
College’s founding 
mission—that the 
education and talent of 
the whole and undivided 
people is necessary for the 
continuity of America— 
Boudreau concluded, 
“You graduate with a 
duty to work towards the 
achievement of a better, 
stronger and more fair 
society, in which men 
and women like you will 
have a fair chance, to live, 

to thrive and 
to contribute 

their dreams 
to our 
future.”

Upon graduating from CCNY with a BA in economics, Blank attended 
NYU Graduate School of Business. He founded Edward Blank 
Associates, Inc. (EBA) in 1968 and served as its CEO. His successful use 
of the telephone as a powerful direct marketing tool helped launch the 
telemarketing industry. 

One of the first firms in the industry, EBA helped to define the industry 
through its innovations in training, quality control, technology, and data 

security. EBA became a top ten firm selling products and services from 13 call centers in the 
U.S. and Canada. Major clients included AT&T and Weekly Reader Children’s Books.
 
At his alma mater, Blank is a board member of the Foundation for City College and sits on 
its finance committee. In memory of his late wife, Dr. Sharon Cosloy, a renowned microbial 
geneticist and CCNY faculty member for 27 years, Blank endowed an annual scholarship 
to support undergraduate research, a Professorial Fund to recruit and support a faculty 
member whose research includes microbial genetics and an annual lectureship which brings 
eminent scientists to CCNY. 

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT EDWARD BLANK

Matthew Romano, an honors student who’s overcome the stigma of autism 
to excel academically, is The City College of New York’s Class of 2021 
Valedictorian. The 22-year-old Bronx resident of Caribbean heritage is 
graduating summa cum laude with a 3.99 GPA. He’ll receive a BA degree in 
English with a minor in education.

“As a future educator and proud alumni, I wear [the CCNY] motto both on my sleeve and 
near my heart to remind me of my ambition and purpose in becoming a teacher: to break 
barriers, extend ‘access to excellence,’ instill radical change, and broaden the scope of ‘the 
whole people,’ remembering to leave a deep enough imprint for others to follow.”

Shilpa Ann Shaju from the William E. Macaulay Honors College at CCNY, 
is CCNY’s 2021 Salutatorian. A Political Science and International Studies 
double major minoring in Legal Studies, she’s graduating with a BA degree.

The daughter of Indian immigrants, Shaju said: “I would like to pursue a 
legal education so that I can be a guide for specifically immigrants who feel 

this way in the legal system, and an advocate for changing the immigration process.”

She has been accepted to The University of California, Hastings College of the Law, in San 
Francisco, as a LEOP Fellow.

The Alumni Association proudly gifts a Valedictorian and Salutatorian medal to these 
stellar students.  Read more about the Class of 2021, including Romano and Shaju, 
on p.14.

2021 VALEDICTORIAN & SALUTATORIAN
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In May, Governor Cuomo 
announced that COVID-19 
vaccinations are to be required 
for all in-person classes at 
CUNY and SUNY campuses. 
CUNY Chancellor Felix “Felos” 
V. Matos Rodriguez encourages 
“every member of our CUNY 
familia” to become vaccinated 
as quickly as possible. “Seeing 
many of your post-vax photos 
under the #VaxUpCUNY 
hashtag has already provided an 
uplifting reminder of the many 
ways that CUNY can come 
together to keep our families 
and our city safe.” Vaccination 
sites on campus include CCNY, 
Lehman College, Queens 
College, and many more. 
The vaccine is free, even if 
you don’t have insurance, and 
appointments are not necessary. 
More than 420,000 New 
Yorkers have been vaccinated at 
these and other CUNY sites.

For more information: 
www.cuny.edu/coronavirus

VACCINES REQUIRED 
FOR RETURN TO 
CAMPUS

In a virtual Town Hall meeting 
early this Spring, President 
Boudreau was optimistic that 
it was becoming easier to get 
vaccine appointments, even 
at the local Duane Reade, and 
the shots were “proving to be 
remarkably safe.”

While noting that Fall 
reopening plans for the 
campus were due June 15, 
the administration was busy 
calibrating access to the 
campus based on vaccination 
rates. He remained hopeful and 
noted that the return to campus 
would be rigorously based on 
“following the science” coming 
from the CDC and other 
scientific guidance. He also 
pointed out that the campus 
facilities team had been busy 
maintaining the buildings 
since March 2020 and that 

the cleaning and disinfecting 
continued unabated.
From a budgetary standpoint, 
Boudreau said CCNY fared 
better than anticipated during 
the pandemic. Still the college 
would be responsible for 
covering the TAP gap, the 
difference between NY State 
tuition assistance and full 
tuition. The state had closed 
the gap by 40% and was 
committed to closing it fully. 
Tuition at CUNY schools would 
be frozen for the next three 
years. 

Despite the impression that 
schools are “swimming in 
stimulus money,” Boudreau 
pointed out that the federal 
support is a one-time boost 
and that rebuilding the ranks of 
classes and student support will 
be an ongoing challenge.

The world watched as two-time CUNY grad and intensive care nurse 
Sandra Lindsay was the first American to receive the COVID vaccine.

VACCINES, FALL PLANS, HOPEFUL OUTLOOK
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SAVE ON TRAVEL

At The Alumni Association 
TravelPerks Program, we pride 

ourselves on providing the best 
savings and bonuses on all cruises, 
resorts, and tour vacations. From 
individual travel and group outings 

to fundraising programs, we have the 
knowledge and industry connections 
to plan your travel at the absolute 
best price, with the best service 

possible, while also benefiting the 
alumni association.

You Save & The 
Alumni Associa-

tion Gets a 
Donation With 
Every Vacation!

YOUR BENEFITS
Guaranteed Savings
No Booking Fees
Unlimited Bonuses
No Membership,    
simply the best deals

•
•
•
•

RIVER

LAND

RESORT

541-304-2220

CRUISES

Vacation Savings for The Alumni Association of The City College of New York

www.travelperks.com/alum-ccny

Call or Visit to Save!
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A STUDENT’S VIEW

MEGAN LEI WRITES ABOUT THE RECENT WAVE OF 
ANTI-ASIAN SENTIMENT 

The Georgia spa murders brought new attention to 
attacks on Asians and caused outrage across the country. 
Six Asian women were among the eight killed in the three 
spas in Atlanta and the surrounding areas. The violence 
highlighted a shocking trend: the increasing attacks 
and harassment against Asians across the United States 
since former President Donald Trump began calling the 
coronavirus the “China virus” and the “Kung Flu.”

Asians often don’t report such crimes to avoid more 
trouble, and sometimes because they don’t speak English. 
Advocacy groups launched Stop AAPI Hate to encourage 
people to report hate actions against the Asian American 
Pacific Islander communities. Their website is set up to 
receive reporting in English, Chinese and other Asian 
dialects. Between March 19, 2020 and February 28, 2021 
they received more than 3,800 reports of these incidents 
across the U.S.

In New York City, the number of anti-Asian hate crimes 
has risen dramatically since the pandemic started. The 
NYPD reported a nearly 2,000 percent increase in 
Asian American hate crimes last year. Many Asians have 
experienced attacks and harassment, both subtle and 
direct. Susan Ng, a project coordinator at Memorial Sloan 
Kettering Cancer Center, can’t forget what happened to 
her.

“I was waiting for the B52 bus on Bushwick Avenue with 
my husband when a man approached us and asked if we 
are Chinese or Japanese, and then started cursing us out,” 
she said. After that, she began to drive instead of taking 
public transportation. “I am more anxious when I am out 
because the attacks have been so random and you never 
know who will be targeted next. I always make sure I am 
not alone when I am out and am aware of the people 

Excerpt from “HarlemView,” a CCNY-Journalism Program blog and online publication in collaboration with 
The Documentary Forum. To read the full post: https://harlemview.com/latest/coronavirus/2021/03/asian-
community-fears-attacks-and-harassment

around me,” Ng said. She now works remotely, and that 
makes her feel safer.

Eiko Sugano, a manager at a Japanese soba house, bikes to 
work, “I feel unsafe being in the subway or bus. I would 
rather bike 40 minutes to work,” Sugano said.

But Carolina Cen, a senior studying engineering at City 
College, can’t afford to let fear keep her from her on-campus 
lab class. “I feel some people are unfriendly, staring at 
me when I am on the subway to school for the lab. Even 
though they don’t say anything, it makes me feel that I am 
not part of this community,” she said. She and her family 
try not to go out unless it is necessary, but when they do 
go out, they keep a close watch on their surroundings. “We 
are more alert about what is going on in our neighborhood 
and people around us when we are outside. I wish all of this 
could stop soon,” she explained.
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To read more by Lei: https://www.bkreader.com/2021/03/29/asians-fear-attacks-and-harassment

“I no longer feel safe 
and comfortable living 
in New York City. 
Unfortunately, I am 
not the only one that 
feels this way.”



Even celebrities and politicians 
say they have experienced 
discrimination. Jeremy Lin, once 
a New York Knick, said he’s been 
called “coronavirus” on the court. 
Queens Congresswoman Grace 
Meng (D) said she receives anti-
Asian voicemail messages. Many, 
like Meng, want change. They 
say it begins with respect and 
people acknowledging the pain 
of the Asian community. Lin 
posted this message on his social 
media after Wednesday’s Atlanta 
mass shooting: “We have to keep 
standing up, speaking out, rallying 
together and fighting for change. 
We cannot lose hope!”

Megan Lei is majoring in Advertising 
and Public Relations with a minor in 
Psychology and Journalism. She also 
has an Associate’s degree in Tourism 
and Hospitality Management from 
Kingsborough Community College. 
She is from Guangzhou, China, and 
has been in NYC since 2014.
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PRESIDENT BOUDREAU DENOUNCES ANTI-ASIAN 
VIOLENCE 

In a response to the recent tide of anti-Asian violence, President 
Boudreau reaffirmed CCNY’s firm stance against the societal 
scourge. The pandemic that began in China, and is still an ongoing 
deadly threat in India, served as a signal to some Americans to 
harass, bash and endanger Asians regardless of their birthplace.  

“These attacks, odious under any circumstances, were particularly 
so at a time when we so badly needed the understanding, 
compassion and support of one another,” wrote Boudreau in his 
blog. “I condemn all expressions of anti-Asian racism that try to 
link this disease to ethnic or national origins.” 

Boudreau recalled CCNY’s values that were “founded on the 
dream of a stronger and more just society built upon an inclusive 
educational system.” He calls upon our community to reject 
racism and hatred, and to defend those who “suffer categorical 
discrimination.” 

The read the entire blog post: https://www.ccny.cuny.edu/
presidentsoffice/blog/reaffirmation-ccnys-stand-against-anti-asian-
violence 

BOUDREAU’S BLOG: GEORGE FLOYD VERDICT 
POSES DIFFERENT SET OF PROBLEMS
CCNY President Vince Boudreau wrote an insightful, thoughtful 
and compelling response to the guilty verdict of the ex-policeman 
Derek Chauvin’s trial for the murder of George Floyd. This is an 
excerpt from his blog post.

“In the context of the persistent over-policing that put George 
Floyd on the road, under a policeman's knee, it's impossible 
to celebrate today's guilty verdicts as anything more than the 
moment it was: when only the most egregious and public display 
of violence was sufficient to deliver a judgment in defense of a 
Black man's right to live. 

...[W]e have, all of us, work to do. Race, wealth, and power in 
our society travel together far more than they should. It is our 
job at CCNY, and the job of colleges like us across the country 
to unbundle them; to break the association between a people's 
ethnicity, their wealth, and their power; to work to ensure that 
opportunity and achievement reflect the talent and drive more 
than the accident of a person's birth. Racism cannot, of course, be 
reduced to other forms of class prejudice and disempowerment. 
But the clearest path towards dismounting racism is an 
empowered population reflective of the whole people. And that is 
our work.” 

To read the entire blog, go to: www.ccny.cuny.edu/presidentsoffice/blog/
statement-george-floyd-verdict
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OLYMPIC GLORY AT CCNY

This summer, all eyes are on Tokyo to see if the Olympics Games, already delayed one year due 
to the COVID pandemic, will indeed kick off in July. We’ve taken a look back at our own athletic 
history to find City College’s connection to Olympic glory.

Albert Axelrod began fencing 
at Stuyvesant High School and, 
after war service, continued at 
CCNY. While there he won the 
IFA and NCAA foil individual 
titles.  He competed in the 
foil in Olympic games four 
consecutive times beginning 
in 1948, winning a bronze 
medal in 1960. Axelrod won 

the AFLA National Championship in foil four times 
and was a member of 11 national championship teams. 
Internationally besides his Olympic bronze, Axelrod 
finished fifth at the 1958 World Championships, 
which is the first time an American foilist has reached 
the finals in that event. He was a member of four Pan 
American teams, winning a silver medal each time in the 
individual foil (1955-1967). A multiple gold medalist at 
the Maccabiah Games, Axelrod was elected to the Jewish 
Sports Hall of Fame.

Daniel Bukantz was a fencing judge 
at eight Olympiads from 1952 to 
1984 (except the U.S.-boycotted 1980 
Games) and World Championships in 
1958, 1967, and 1983. Three times, 
1952, 1956, and 1960, he was both a 
competitor and a referee. Bukantz was 

inducted into the Fencing Hall of Fame in 1978. He 
won the gold medal in the foil at the 1950 Maccabiah 
Games in Israel.  He was a head referee at the 1984 Los 
Angeles Games. He was U.S. National Foil Champion 
in 1949, 1952, 1953, and 1957. In the years 1949 
to 1962, his team was U.S. National Champion nine 
times. 

Erwin Fox ’64 competed in the Maccabiah 
Games, referred to as the Jewish Olympics. 
Fox played soccer at CCNY and was 
selected for the games in 1965.

Pincus Sober ’26, a CCNY track 
star, became chairman of the U.S. 
Men's Olympic Track and Field 
Committee and chairman of men’s 
track and field committee of the 
Amateur Athletic Union (AAU). He 
was also chairman of the Maccabi 

track and field committee. He went on to serve as head 
announcer of Madison Square Garden track meets for 
three decades.

Samuel Stewart ’36 fenced for the US on the saber 
team in Berlin at the 1936 Olympics. Saber was his 
primary weapon, with Stewart winning several team 
sabre titles at the Amateur Fencers League of America 
Championships. 

Rudy Suwara ’65 was a Physical 
Education major, played volleyball 
in the 1968 Olympics, competed 
for the US at the 1966 and 1970 
World Championships, and helped 
win gold medal at the 1967 Pan 

American Games. He was a US Volleyball All-American 
for 11 consecutive years from 1964-74. Rudy played 
on the USA men’s team that beat the Russians in 1968 
at the Mexico City Summer Olympic Games. He later 
became head coach at U.C. Santa Barbara. He also 
coached at San Diego State University from 1976-91. 
He is a member of the American Volleyball Coaches 
Association  Hall of Fame, and received the All Time 
Great Player Award from the US Volleyball Association 
in 1976. He was also named to the USA Volleyball 75th 
Anniversary All Era Team for 1953-77.

Henry Wittenberg won the Olympic 
gold medal in wrestling in 1948, and 
the silver medal in wrestling in 1952. 
He coached the USA men’s wrestling 
team at the Olympic Games in 1968. 

OLYMPIC FEVER:  CCNY'S CONTENDERS OVER THE YEARS
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OLYMPIC GLORY AT CCNY

Swimmer Jane Katz ’64 
was a member of the 
1964 US Synchronized 
Swimming Performance 
team in Tokyo, Japan, 
and helped pioneer 
Synchronized Swimming 
as an Olympic event. 
Her achievements as a 
Masters competitive, 
long distance, 
synchronized, and fin 
swimmer have earned 
her All-American 
and World Masters 
championships. 

She coached and taught 
swimming at CUNY for 
nearly 45 years, and was 
named the 2004 City 
University of New York 
Athletic Conference 
(CUNYAC) Coach of the 
Year.

Katz earned her 
Bachelor’s degree 
at CCNY in physical 
education, then 
received a Master’s 
degree in Education 

Administration from 
NYU and a master’s 
degree in Therapeutic 
Recreation for Aging 
at Columbia University 
where she also 
completed her doctorate 
in Gerontology.

She competed in the 
1957 Maccabiah Games 
at the age of 14, winning 
the 100m butterfly.  
From 1974–87, she 
was the U.S. Masters 
Synchronized Swimming 
National Solo Champion. 
At the 2017 Maccabiah 
Games, at the age of 74 
her 15th Maccabiah, she 
won gold medals in both 
the 200m free and 100m 
back, as well as silver 
medals in the 50m free 
and 200m breast. 

In 1976, Katz became 
the first woman to be 
admitted to the City 
College of New York 
Sports Hall of Fame. 

He finished his career with a record of 
over 400 wins and only four defeats. 
Wittenberg was also a two-time 
champion at the Maccabiah Games. 
Wittenberg earned degrees from both 
CCNY and Columbia in teaching. 
He became a professor of physical 
education at CCNY after working as a 
New York Police Department officer. 
He coached wrestling both at CCNY 
and Yeshiva College. 

S
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OLYMPIC GLORY AT CCNY

In January of 1967, the CCNY Alumni Varsity 
Association was having its inaugural Hall of Fame 
induction ceremony.  My father was the fencing inductee, 
and while he was a very modest man considering his 
accomplishments in the sport (4X Olympian and 5X 
Olympic Referee), on this night he was brimming with 
pride.  He was so proud to have represented CCNY as an 
athlete and later as a mentor and advisor to the fencing 
program. My father epitomized the motto on the Hall of 
Fame plaque: Character, Sportsmanship, Service.

While CCNY had a fencing Olympian, Samuel C. 
Stewart, Jr., in 1936, the glory days started in 1948, 
coinciding with CCNY’s only NCAA Championship. 
Longtime Bronx buddies Danny Bukantz and Nathaniel 
(Nat) Lubell made the team that year and helped propel 
the foil team into the finals in London.  

In 1952 & 1956, five CCNY alumni represented 
the United States at the Olympic Games. In 1952 in 
Helsinki, Lubell and Bukantz were joined by newcomers 
Albert Axelrod, Harold Goldsmith, and James Strauch.

Lubell, Bukantz, Axelrod and Goldsmith comprised 
four of the six members of the foil team, while Strauch 

was in epee. The foil team was eliminated in the second 
round of pools, the quarterfinals. The epee team also was 
eliminated in the quarters, going 1-2.

In 1956 in Melbourne, the CCNY fab five was Lubell, 
Bukantz, Axelrod, Goldsmith, and Abram Cohen. For 
the second straight Olympics, Lubell, Bukantz, Axelrod 
and Goldsmith led the foil team. But, this time, they 
came very close to what was at the time a very rare 
Olympic fencing medal for the United States.

The Americans took a respectable fourth place, the worst 
place to finish at the Olympic Games. As Team Captain 
in Athens in 2004, I shared that empty feeling when 
both our men’s foil and saber teams finished fourth.

City College’s fencing strength continued at the 1960 
Olympics’ in Rome, when Axelrod, Bukantz and 
Goldsmith again shored up the foil team. While the team 
finished a respectable fifth, the story of the Games was 
Axelrod winning an individual bronze medal. It was a 
tremendous feat, and no other American fencer would 
win a medal until 1984. Axelrod went on to compete at 
the 1964 & 1968 Olympics.

GLORY DAYS: THE GOLDEN ERA OF CCNY FENCING
BY JEFF BUKANTZ
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The interactive exhibit “DUNK! The Science of 
Basketball” is online at the Harlem Gallery of 
Science (HGS). “DUNK!” is a prime example 
of the innovative and engaging way HGS, 
created by CCNY and Science and Arts 
Engagement New York, Inc. (SAENY), entices 
students, especially young people from the 
Black and Latinx communities, to think about 
educational and career pathways into STEAM 
fields.

Founded by CCNY alumni Stanley Altman 
‘63 and Brian Schwartz ‘59, the Harlem 
Gallery of Science grew out of a dream 
Altman had growing up in the South Bronx. 
“As President Boudreau noted at this year’s 
commencement, CCNY opened doors to 
a life I never would have guessed I could 
lead,” said Altman. Altman, a former interim 
president at Baruch and a Townsend Harris 
medal recipient, and Schwartz, a physics 
professor at Brooklyn College and co-director 
of the New Media Lab at the CUNY Grad 
Center, view the exhibitions they designed—
working with CCNY administration, faculty, the 
West Harlem Development Corporation and 
numerous partners—as truly giving back to 
the community.

BASKETBALL AND SCIENCE ARE A SLAM DUNK! 

The exhibit begins with the call back to 
1950, when CCNY basketball won the NIT 
and NCAA Basketball Championship. CCNY 
remains the only college/university to 
accomplish this feat. It then asks visitors 
for some personal information, like height 
and age, to give personal context to the 
information about basketball players such 
as wingspan, ratio and shoe size and hang 
time. Self-paced, the exhibit allows visitors 
to spend as much or little time as they want 
on the various topics. NBA role models, 
like Allan Houston, give video tutorials 
on ‘Skills and Drills.’ All in the name of 
science! The tour also includes a visit to 
the Gallery’s Hall of Fame which celebrates 
the accomplishments of Black and Latinx 
scientists, artists and engineers.  

DUNK! is online at: 
hgs-ny.org/interactive-dunk-exhibit



It’s been half a century since the men of Baron ’70 last 
met for a weekly meeting, in our ground floor apartment 
on 181st Street in The Bronx. But thanks to Zoom, an 
antidote to isolation and depression during this Year of the 
Plague, Baron ’70 is as active today as it was back in the 
dark days of Vietnam. Our weekly Zoom meetings started 
soon after the world shut down more than a year ago, when 
Barry Langer suggested that we meet every Wednesday to 
talk about…really, nothing in particular.

At a recent meeting, in the first 10 minutes or so, we 
chatted about Winky Dink, Pinky Lee, schav and p’cha, 
weird bar mitzvahs, Crisco and whether tongue is actually 
edible. Our Zooms are totally free-form—a 2021 version of 
our Friday night House Plan meetings. We roll from goofy 
to meaningful—from the debate over New York versus 
California bagels, to who’s had their vaccinations (and 
who’s had side effects), and the recent election—our politics 
skew liberal, but not 100 percent.

Half a century after our Baron ’70 apartment was 
abandoned, our House Plan is alive and well. We are held 
together not just by mutual respect, and not just by shared 
experiences, but by the power of fading memories and 
nostalgia for a simpler time. All of us revel in the sundry 
pleasures of Friday night poker games, Grand Concourse 
pizza, cheap beer, White Castle burgers, late night drives 
to Chinatown, and Election Eve Rally skits. We took First 
Prize year in and year out!

And don’t forget those trips to McSorley’s Old Ale House 
squeezed into VW Bugs. Or our pilgrimage to the State Fair 
in Pennsylvania where seven of us spent a memorable night 

in a motel room for two sleeping on mattresses on the floor. 
How did we survive?

Over the years, most (but not all) have married—some 
more than once. Over the years, most (but not all) have 
become parents, and some grandparents. Two of the 
married couples began dating back in high school, others in 
college. None of us live in The Bronx (or Queens) anymore. 
But we still speak of these places as the Promised Land—
the fertile soil that made us who we are today.

Thanks to a number of Baron ’70 archivists, our time at 
CCNY was well documented, along with several in-person 
reunions over the years. Most of us had more hair back 
then, in some cases, lots more hair. We were thinner, with 
no gray. But to our eyes, we haven’t aged a minute, not a 
nanosecond. We’ve gone on to become doctors and lawyers, 
writers and academics, engineers and educators, dentists, 
photographers and actuaries, businessmen and happy 
retirees.

We live on the West Coast (California), the Desert 
(Arizona), the Rockies (Colorado), the East Coast 
(Connecticut, New York, Massachusetts, Maryland, 
Pennsylvania and Virginia), Italy and the Netherlands. 
But come midday Wednesday, a dozen or more (and 
occasionally as many as 16) gather on Zoom to recreate 
Baron ’70. 

We look forward to each Wednesday—it is not merely an 
appointment, but a high point, an inspiration, a reminder 
of the Jolly Lads we once were—and continue to be. Our 
Zooms are an open door into the best years of our lives. 

HOUSE PLAN: BARON '70 RECALLED HALF A CENTURY LATER

Above Left: Zoom during the Pandemic with 16 members.  Above Right: Baron ’70 members at the wedding of CCNY Alums Larry Jacobs 
and Shirley (May 1971).  Inset: CCNY newspaper clipping about an  election eve rally. (1968)  
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CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION FOR THE SCHOOL 
OF EDUCATION 

In honor of the 100th year anniversary since its founding in 1921, the 
School of Education has created a series of celebratory events. In 
May, the school held a virtual Centennial Gala featuring videos of the 
school’s history and the deans’ remarks, and Centennial Student Prizes 
were awarded. A kickoff was held in April, with a keynote address by 
Stanford Professor Emeritus Dr. Linda Darling-Hammond on the school’s 
celebratory theme “Educating for Democracy in a Diverse World.” 
Students have used the theme as a jumping off point to create work 
unique to the topic. President Vince Boudreau interviewed SoE Dean 
Dr. Edwin M. Lamboy, on his radio show “From City to the World,” about 
the landmark birthday. Lamboy spoke about diversity as one of the five 
themes of the school’s framework 
since its inception. The school is 
not just educating young people, it 
is constructing a more fair and just 
society.

To listen to the radio show, titled 
“Educating for Diversity and 
Recovery:” 
www.ccny.cuny.edu/
presidentsoffice/podcast. 

To commemorate the centennial, 
Benny’s Campus Store has a 
selection of logo items available 
for sale including tote bags, 
masks, hoodies, pullovers and 
windbreakers, pencil cases, glass 
mugs and decals. 

We were filled with 
optimism then. Though that 
optimism has been sorely 
tested through the years, it 
exists come Wednesdays. 
Our Zooms are an 
affirmation of lives well-
lived then and now. Baron 
’70 is our touchstone. It is 
who we are.

Corrections: In a previous 
issue, the article on House 
Plan misidentified one 
member of Wittes ’66. He 
is Ira Nerenberg. Also, the 
graduate training program 
founded by Allen Taylor is 
Science Training Encouraging 
Peace.

For more Centennial information: 
www.ccny.cuny.edu/education/our-
centennial-celebrations-2021-2022

To purchase: bennys-campus-
store.myshopify.com/
collections/school-of-education.

Article by Merrill Shindler



Meet some of the remarkable people in The City College 
of New York’s Class of 2021. Among them are graduates 
poised to make great contributions in fields as varied as 
structural engineering, early childhood education, law, 
medicine and design. They’ve faced and prevailed
against challenges including healthcare disparities, 
foster care and developmental disorders on the path to 
becoming public servants, policy makers and teachers 
for change.

<<
MICHAEL VERA
BE, Civil Engineering
The Grove School of 
Engineering

Vera has already been accepted 
to several top graduate 
schools including Stanford and 
Columbia, and a prestigious 
GEM fellowship offers funding 
for a master’s program in 
structural engineering at NYU.

CLASS OF 2021: GREAT GRADS

<<
NONYA KHEDR
BA, International Studies
Colin Powell School for Civic and 
Global Leadership

At City College’s Zahn Innovation 
Center  Khedr created a non-profit 
foundation SheFFA, which helps prevent 
Female Genital Mutilation or Cutting 
(FGM/C) by conducting educational 
advocacy workshops. Recognized as 
a Forbes Under 30 Scholar, Khedr was 
also selected for the United Nations 
Association of the National Capital 
Fellowship and hopes to continue 
growing SheFFA, one day working with 
the UNFPA-UNICEF Joint Programme to 
Eliminate Female Genital Mutilation.

>>
STEFANIE CAMPOS

MS, Physician Assistant 
Studies

CUNY School of Medicine

In her last semester, Campos 
worked 14 hours a day, seven 

days a week, at Federal 
Emergency Management 
Administration COVID-19 
vaccination sites. She will 

enter the workforce full 
time as an emergency room 

physician’s assistant.

>>
AISHA FUENZALIDA 

BUTT
BA, Anthropology

Colin Powell School for Civic 
and Global Leadership

Butt is the recipient of a 
Fulbright Scholarship to teach 

English in Spain. After her return 
from Spain, she will embark on 

a PhD program in Anthropology, 
researching conservation and 

sustainability, waste and plastic 
pollution.

Read more about our Great Grads on the college 
website: WWW.CCNY.CUNY.EDU/GREATGRADS2021

<<
SHILPA ANN SHAJU
BA, Political Science and 
International Studies
Colin Powell School for Civic 
and Global Leadership
Macaulay Honors College
Class of 2021 Salutatorian

Shaju is headed to the University 
of California Hastings College 
of the Law in San Francisco this 
fall and aspires to be a guide 
for immigrant clients who feel 
voiceless and trapped in an 
unfamiliar legal system, and 
an advocate for changing the 
immigration process.

>>
MOHAMMED GUEYE

B.Arch, Architecture
The Bernard & Anne 

Spitzer School of 
Architecture

 
After graduation, Gueye 

will continue at his job as a 
furniture designer, as well as 

work on his short film and 
publication.



>>
TZIPPORA CHWAT

BS, Biology
Macaulay Honors College

Conducting research in a lab 
throughout her time at City 

College, Chwat is a recipient 
of the Sharon D. Cosloy 

Undergraduate Scholarship 
in Biology. Next year, Chwat 
will attend the Weill Cornell 
Graduate School of Medical 

Sciences’ BCMB Allied program 
(Biochemistry & Structural 

Biology, Cell & Developmental 
Biology and Molecular Biology).

>>
LORETTA VIOLANTE

BA, Studio Arts
Division of Humanities 

& the Arts
Macaulay Honors College

Violante, whose academic 
focus was printmaking and 

sculpture, received the 
Connor Merit Award and the 

Provost’s Prize in Art. She 
minored in Women’s Studies, 

which dovetails with her 
passion for issues revolving 

around equity and justice.

<<
GABRIELLE 
RODRIGUEZ
BS, Early Childhood 
Education
Division for Interdisciplinary 
Studies at the Center for 
Worker Education

Rodriguez, who graduates 
summa cum laude with a 
4.0 GPA, will join the 2021 
cohort of Teach for America.

>>
MATTHEW ROMANO

BA, English
Division of Humanities 

& the Arts
Honors College

Class of 2021 Valedictorian

Romano, who overcame the 
stigma of autism to become 

CCNY’s 2021 Valedictorian, is a 
student teacher at the renowned 

Bronx High School of Science, 
where he co-teaches 9th and 10th 

grade English classes designed for 
remote instruction.

<<
AIDAN SUBRAHIMOVIC
BS, Physics
Division of Science
Macaulay Honors College

A recent recipient of the 
Michio Kaku Scholarship 
in Theoretical Physics, 
Subrahimovic will attend 
New York University this 
fall to pursue a Doctorate in 
Cosmology.

<<
BENJAMIN REICHMANN
BE, Computer Engineering
The Grove School of 
Engineering
Macaulay Honors College
 
Reichmann will pursue a PhD 
in Artificial Intelligence and 
enter a research career seeking 
advances in computer aided 
systems for improved diagnosis 
and medical treatment.

>>
ESOSA EKHATOR

MS, Education
School of Education

Ekhator currently works as 
a student teacher at P.S. 

112 in the Wakefield section 
of the Bronx—a school in 

which many students and 
their families face social and 

economic challenges. “The 
most rewarding part of my 

reality is that I am educating 
children who look like me.”

<<
PEACE ASUMADU
BS, Biology
Division of Science
SEEK Scholars Program

After graduation, she starts the 
SUNY Downstate Early Medical 
Education Program (EME), which 
grants her acceptance into the 
SUNY Downstate College of 
Medicine’s entering class in Fall 
2022.
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 PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT

The Urban Mentoring and Achievement Network 
(UMAAN) is a campus peer mentoring program that 
also offers academic skills workshops, socio-emotional 
presentations, tutoring referrals and information regarding 
scholarship and career opportunities. The mission of 
UMAAN, a CUNY Black Male Initiative (BMI) program, 
is to apply all available resources in providing assistance to 
participants in their pursuit of an undergraduate degree at 
CCNY.  

“When freshmen arrive on campus,” says UMAAN program 
director Norval Soleyn, “they may not know where to go or 
what to do. UMAAN assists students with meeting academic 
challenges, helps to build student self-esteem and confidence, 
provides information about the college’s resources and extra-
curricular activities, and makes available forums to develop 
the ability of the participants to successfully navigate the 
complex currents of college life.” 

Traditionally, UMAAN, in affiliation with the Office of 
Student Engagement, maintains a busy schedule of events 
and activities. Soleyn looks forward to renewing in-person 
activities in Fall 2021, including weekly workshops, 
discussion groups, and chess tournaments. There is also 
ordinarily a monthly artist and performer presentation 

series. Students are encouraged to participate in CUNY 
BMI events such as the annual conference. All activities are 
free and open to all.

The program offers students the opportunity to experience 
campus in a social way both as mentors and mentees. 
UMAAN’s space in the Marshak Science Building has room 
for students to relax, socialize, study, play chess, use the 
computer lab, eat lunch and just be still.

Despite the challenges of this virtual academic year, “students 
signed on to UMAAN and stayed on,” notes Soleyn. Even 
though this year’s group of mentees have not yet been 
on campus, mentors and mentees expect to experience 
enhanced student engagement and events as New York 
opens up this fall.

The CUNY Black Male Initiative is a University-wide student 
development initiative with more than 30 projects focused 
on increasing matriculation, retention and graduation rates 
of underrepresented students, particularly men of color. 
CUNY BMI is one expression of CUNY’s commitment 
to access and diversity. CUNY BMI projects are open to 
all academically eligible students, faculty and staff, without 
regard for race, gender or national origin.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT UMAAN PROGRAM DIRECTOR NORVAL SOLEYN AT UMAAN@CCNY.CUNY.EDU OR 
VISIT HTTPS://WWW.CCNY.CUNY.EDU/UMAAN. 

URBAN MENTORING AND ACHIEVEMENT NETWORK (UMAAN)



ALUMNI SERVICE AWARD HONOREES

The Alumni Association of The City 
College of New York (CCNY) has 
negotiated special pricing and support 
on your behalf! Your purchases also 
support the Association through this 
special relationship with Dell.

To access your exclusive Alumni 
Association of CCNY discount with DELL, 
visit:
www.dell.com/en-us/member/lp/
ccnyalumni

Turn your shopping into a force for good. 
Shop at smile.amazon.com/ch/13-0452368 
to access your exclusive Alumni Association 
of CCNY discount with Amazon Smile.

The City College of New York 
Alumni: 
Switch and save $586
on auto insurance.

Get your quote

Call 800-859-7108 
to access your exclusive 
Alumni Association of CCNY 
discount with Liberty Mutual.

The event honored the service of select members of 
the Alumni Association as well as distinguished CCNY 
faculty and staff who went above and beyond their duties 
to serve the CCNY community. This event was a virtual 
affair once again due to Covid-19 and CUNY restrictions. 

Javier Garcia ’10
President-elect, Communication 
Alumni Affiliate

Diniece Mendes ’12 
President, Engineering School 
Alumni Affiliate

Heather Lane ’08
Board Member, Center For Worker 
Education Affiliate

Randolph Hunt '89 (posthumous)
Board Member, Black 
Alumni Affiliate

Robert Kalish ’69
Renowned Architect,
NYC

Dianne Turner ’03 (posthumous)
Board Member, Center For Worker 
Education Affiliate

Beth Wittig
Associate Professor and Chairperson, 
Civil Engineering, Grove School of 
Engineering

Herbert Seignoret
Academic Advisor, Colin Powell 
School for Civic and Global 
Leadership

Office of Facilities Management
The City College of New York

Shop discounted 
laptops, electronics 
and accessories 
through Dell's 
Member Purchase 
Program! 
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CLASS NOTES

Dr. O’Neil Britton, was named Senior VP, 
Operations and Associate COO for Mass General 
Brigham in April. This newly-created leadership 
role was crafted for Britton, who will work across 
clinical operations to lead efficiency initiatives 
and enhance effective service for patients. 

Sydney Clarke, was selected for a fellowship in the Vice Media 
Group’s 2030 Project. The multimedia project centers on 
forecasting the next decade through the Gen Z lens. Clarke, 
and four other Fellows, are Vice Media’s inaugural class. 
For the duration of her 12-month residency, while attending 
law school, Clarke will work with Refinery29’s beauty and 
entertainment editorial departments.

Alexandra Cohl, BA ’19, launched a podcast 
titled “The Pod Broads: A Podcast about 
Women in Podcasting.” The interview 
show seeks to amplify women’s voices in 
podcasting while analyzing the challenges 
women face in the male-dominated industry. 
POD.DRALAND is Cohl’s website, and 
Instagram community, which started prior to 

her podcast, and includes podcasting recommendations and 
more.

Naeela Djemil, BFA ’19, featured her film 
“Petrichor” at the Changing Minds Young 
Filmmaker Festival. One of eight films chosen 
from 700 submissions, “Petrichor” follows a 
young Muslim-American woman struggling 
with depression and balancing her social and 
religious life. The film was her thesis film in 

2019 while studying cinematography and film production. 

Justice Gordon Goodman, who serves on the 1st Texas Court 
of Appeals, wrote about his father's time at City College during 
World War II in an article for the Spring edition of the Harvard 

Public Health Review. Dr. Melvin Goodman completed two 
years of pre-medical courses at City College before enlisting 
in the U.S. Army in October of 1942. After being selected for 
the newly established Army Specialized Training Program, 
Gordon was sent back to City College to complete essential 
pre-medical coursework before the Army shipped him off to 
Cornell Medical College where he would receive his medical 
degree without completing his undergraduate education out of 
wartime necessity. When the Korean War broke out, Goodman 
was recruited back into service, this time for the Epidemic 
Intelligence Service at the Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention. Justice Goodman's article, titled "The Ethics of 
Crisis," examines the ethics of actions taken by governments 
during earlier epidemics, like the EIS during his father's tenure, 
compared to the handling of COVID-19 over the last year.

Jezebel Productions announced The Five 
Demands, the first documentary to tell 
the story of the 1969 student strike at City 
College of New York! Directed by Greta 
Schiller BFA ’77 & ’05 MEd and written/
produced by Andrea Weiss, the film is 
currently in production. To learn more, visit: 
www.thefivedemandsfilm.com

Ishrat Yabin, MS, accepted an offer to work for Integrated 
System Solutions Inc. in a role that would support National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Technology, 
Planning, Integration for Observation division. She begins work 
as a Scientific Support Analyst in June. 

Eric White, ’72, appeared on an episode of PBS’s “Legacy List 
with Matt Paxton” along with his wife and fellow Washington, 
D.C. librarian Linda Crichlow White. The show helps 
participants sort through and downsize family collections 
and archives to determine what is worth preserving—not for 
monetary value but for historical and sentimental purposes. 

Shalini Kantayya, debuted her new documentary “Coded Bias” at the Sundance 
Film Festival in 2020 and landed it on Netflix globally in April 2021. The critically 
acclaimed film looks at MIT Media Lab researcher Joy Buolamwini’s startling 
discovery that artificial intelligence-based facial recognition technology does not see 
dark-skinned faces accurately. It follows Buolamwini’s journey as she pushes for the 
first ever legislation in the United States to regulate the algorithms used by digital 
companies. The film was well-received on the festival circuit, earning Kantayya best 
director at the Social Impact Media Awards and the Visionary Filmmaker Award at 
the Boston Globe’s Globedocs Film Festival. “Coded Bias” was also nominated for a 
NAACP Image Award and a Critics Choice Award. As part of Kantayya's efforts to 
educate the public on the battle for digital users’ rights, viewers are encouraged to host 
watch parties with their communities. Netflix Watch Party packages are available at 
CodedBias.com/watchparty with instructions, a discussion guide, and other resources 
to help communities begin a dialogue about this 21st Century privacy fight. 

FILMMAKER KATAYYA'S "CODED BIAS" NETFLIX FILM CHALLENGES TECH AI
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CLASS NOTES

Daniella Piper, EE 
’07,  the first woman 
to be named regional 
manager for the New 
York Power Authority’s 
(NYPA) Western Region 
and lead the Authority’s 

largest hydroelectric facility, the Niagara 
Power Project. For the first time in its 60-
year history, the Niagara Power Project 
will be led by a woman as it generates 
2000 megawatts of power, creates 408,000 
jobs, and is responsible for $22 billion in 
capital and expenditures in NY State. The 
largest renewable power plant in the state, 
Niagara Power Plant is central to the state’s 
decarbonization goals. Piper, who initially 
learned about electricity from her electrician 
father in Trinidad and Tobago, moved to NY 
to study electrical engineering at CCNY in 
2003. “I was an international student and 
had limited family members in the U.S.,” 
Piper recalled. “I felt like I had a family at 
City College.” She became a college assistant 
while working as an intern at the NYPA’s 
White Plains office in 2008. Since then, 
she has moved up steadily in the Authority’s 
power structure. She will play a central role 
in the NYPA’s ambitious VISION2030 plan 
to transform NY’s clean energy sector. “There 
are challenges ahead, particularly in relation 
to diversity, equity and inclusion. I think 
there's an opportunity for me here to break 
the ceiling, be the first and to be an example 
for others. So they can see somebody like 
themselves and know that they can do the 
same thing. There's no reason that they can’t 
accomplish great things and that they can’t 
have a big impact,” said Piper.

PIPER NAMED FIRST FEMALE 
REGIONAL MANAGER, NEW 
YORK POWER AUTHORITY

WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENT
Judges Norma Jennings, 
MA, and Judge Juliet 
Howard, MFA, were 
married in February. They 
are the first married same-
sex couple appointed 
to the same court in NY. 
They have been together 
for 27 years. Jennings was 
appointed to New York 
City Housing Court in the 
Bronx in 2019 and Howard 

began serving on the same court in Brooklyn in February. The two 
first met while working for the Legal Aid Society’s Civil Division. 
They are pictured with their two sons Jordan and Nicholas.

Jay Yu ’05,  believes that hard 
work, determination and being a 
people person were the important 
qualities that took him from a 
background of deprivation to 
the role of successful financier 
and entrepreneur. His expertise 
is in growing companies, 
making ideas into reality. “When  
a company valued at $100-200 

million goes public and shoots up to $5 billion. That sparks 
my interest.” 

Yu was recently profiled in “Haute Living” magazine. He 
is currently working on a venture that, like Uber, provides 
rides—except on private planes. The aviation company, called 
Fluber, doesn’t reinvent the wheel. “It’s a disrupter, people 
need to get places, there is a need for on-demand flights.” 

Yu has a non-profit called LunarNYC that focuses on inner 
city sports and education. “I’m one of them,” he says of the 
young people he and his team mentor and support. Growing 
up, Yu was taken to the sweat shop where his mom worked. 
When he later made the basketball team at BMCC before 
enrolling at CCNY, he didn’t have $1.50 to get on the subway 
with his teammates one day after drills. Walking the six miles 
home, he determined to never be poor again.
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Dr. Peter Delfyett, BE ’81, was 
elected to the National Academy 
of Engineering in March of 2021, 
in part thanks to his outstanding 
contributions in ultrafast photonics 
research. The Academy cites 
Delfyett for his “contributions 
to the development and 
commercialization of low-noise, 
high-power ultrafast semiconductor 

lasers." Delfyett, who holds 44 US patents, is one of 106 new 
members who will be formally inducted during the NAE’s 
annual meeting on October 3, 2021. Kathleen J. Stebe, BA , 
PhD, is also set to be inducted in October "for contributions to 

understanding of nonequilibrium process 
at soft matter interfaces and its impact on 
new technologies," per the NAE's citation. 
Stebe is the Deputy Dean for Research at 
the University of Pennsylvania's School of 
Engineering and Applied Science. Stebe's 
research focuses on directed assembly 
in soft matter, with a focus on particles 
interacting by capillarity at interfaces, and 

particle assembly in complex fluids, including liquid crystals 
and lipid bilayers.

Delfyett is the director of the Townes Laser Institute and is 
a Pegasus Professor and Trustee Chair Professor of Optics, 
Electrical Engineering, and Physics in CREOL, the College of 
Optics and Photonics at the University of Central Florida. In 
just the last year, Delfyett won the 2020 Arthur L. Schawlow 
Prize in Laser Science from the American Physical Society, one 
of the highest accolades in the field with a $10,000 monetary 
prize, for his research using lasers to advance the knowledge 
of the fundamental physical properties of materials and their 
interaction with light. Earlier in 2020, he received the IEEE 
Photonics Society’s William Streifer Scientific Achievement 
Award for a singular exceptional scientific contribution that 
has had a significant impact on the field of lasers and electro-
optics. Delfyett is also a 2018 recipient of the Townsend Harris 
Medal from the Alumni Association of City College. 

NAE ELECT DELFYETT, STEBE FOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO FIELD

BOOKS RECENTLY PUBLISHED 

Harold Cantor, BA ’47, published two 
books “You and Madame Butterfly and 
Other Short Fiction” and “Homage to Miss 
Batchelor: Collected Poems” during the 
Pandemic. Cantor is in his nineties. Both 
volumes encompass 70 years of work 
from Cantor, dating back to when he was 
21 and a student at City College. Cantor’s 
references to life on campus in the 1940s 
are featured throughout his work. “You 
and Madame Butterfly,” the short story 
Cantor’s collection is named for, first 
appeared in the October 4, 1947 issue of 
The New Yorker magazine, the year he 
graduated from CCNY.

Walter Mosley, MA ’91, published his 
most recent Easy Rawlins mystery novel 
“Blood Grove,” from Hachette Books. Set 
in Los Angeles against the backdrop of 
the social and political upheaval of the 
late 1960s, “Blood Grove” was hailed as 
“incomparable” by the Chicago Tribune 
and “dazzling” by the Tampa Bay Times. 

Adrian Piper, BA ’74, has a Letter to 
the Editor, a conceptual art piece from 
2003, featured in “Letters of Note: Art,” 
compiled by Shaun Usher, published by 
Penguin Random House. Piper’s letter is 
featured alongside thirty other missives 
on art from Vincent Van Gogh, Salvador 
Dali, Mick Jagger, Oscar Wilde, Mark 
Rothko, Frida Kahlo, and other visionary 
artists. 
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40s|DR. MELVIN H. AMLER, ’42, 
died on Feb. 13, 2021 in Somers, 

NY. He was 99. Born to Russian Jewish 
immigrants, he graduated from CCNY 
and was attending the NYU College of 
Dentistry when Pearl Harbor was attacked. 
His curriculum accelerated, Amler was 
commissioned by the US Army in the 
Medical Administrative Corps Reserve and 
eventually stationed in the Philippines and 
post-war occupied Japan. He attained the 
rank of Captain and returned to NY where 
he practiced general dentistry for 55 years. 
He is survived by his son Robert, daughters 
Caroline and Jennifer, nine grandchildren, 
and many great-grandchildren. 

DAVID BERNARD KOTICK,  
died on March 8, 2021 in 
Baltimore, MD. He was 94. 
After serving briefly during 
WWII, David earned a 
business degree from CCNY 
and began a long career in 

the publishing industry. He had a particular 
passion for selling American books in 
global markets, from Cuba to Vietnam and 
Sudan to the former Soviet Union. Kotick 
ended his career as an executive at Bantam 
Doubleday Dell. During retirement, Kotick 
taught English-as-a-second language at his 
local library in Ellenville, NY. He is survived 
by his niece Susan, nephew Stanley, several 
great nieces and great nephews, and a 
great-great-nephew.

STANLEY MARLIN, died on March 2, 2021 
in NY. He was 96. Born in the Bronx, Marlin 
served during the Battle of the Bulge in 
WWII as part of the 561st Ordnance Heavy 
Maintenance Tank Company. Returning 
home, he graduated from CCNY and began 
a 30-year career teaching Spanish and 
Latin at DeWitt Clinton High School in the 
North Bronx. He is survived by his daughter 
Elizabeth and son John, five grandchildren, 
and seven great-grandchildren.  

WALTER S. ROTH, ’49, died on March 2021 
in Chicago, IL. Roth came to the United 
States in July 1938, fleeing the persecution 
of Jews in Nazi Germany with his parents. 
He joined the US Navy Seabees and fought 
in the battle for Okinawa. Roth met his 
wife Muriel at a Hunter College dance 
and married her three years later. After 
graduating from City College with an 
Engineering degree, Roth received an MBA 
from Northwestern University. He worked 
for Signode Corporation until his retirement 
in 1987, rising to be vice president and 
chief technical officer. He served as a board 
member of the Deerfield Public Schools 
and, in retirement, volunteered for 20 years 
in the Executive Service Corps. A passionate 
learner, Roth was a charter member of 
the Lifelong Learning Institute at National 
Louis University. He is survived by his sons 
Kenneth, James and Robert, daughter Sara, 
and nine grandchildren.

50s| DR. ROBERT EAGLE, died in 
Feb. of 2021 in Floral Park, NY. 

He was 89. After graduating from CCNY 
and Columbia University Dental School, 
Eagle served as an Air Force Captain and 
base dentist for two years. He practiced 
dentistry for over 50 years in the Bronx. He 
is survived by his wife Marilyn, son David, 
daughter Karen, two granddaughters, and 
two great-grandsons. 

DAVID LYN EVANS, died on April 22, 
2021 in NY, NY after a long illness. He was 
84. Born in London, England and raised 
in South Wales, Evans taught in England 
before coming to New York in 1968 to begin 
a 47-year teaching career in European 
history at the United Nations International 
School. During his first years stateside, 
Evans received master’s degrees from 
City College and Columbia University. 
Evans played a key role in shaping the 
International Baccalaureate curriculum that 
is now taught throughout the world. He is 
survived by his wife Sara, son Christopher, 
daughter Catrin, and two grandchildren.

IRVING P.E. FISHMAN, ’57, died on Feb. 3, 
2021 in West Milford, NJ. He was 91. A track 
and field athlete for CCNY, he graduated 
with a degree in electrical engineering and 
spent a career designing electrical systems 
for NY Port Authority and the City of New 
York. He is survived by his wife Sydell, 
his daughter Marla, his son Jay, and three 
grandchildren.  

DR. EDWARD C. MAPP, BA ’53, died on March 19, 2021. He was 81. A lifelong educator and 
a historian of Black cinema, Mapp was a beloved member of the City College community and a frequent 
visitor to the campus. A celebrated collector of Black film memorabilia, Mapp wrote numerous articles 
and books on the subject. His collection included 1,200 movie posters that he gifted the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences’ Margaret Herrick Library and Center for Motion Picture Study. His 
work has been featured in a Smithsonian Institute exhibition and his collection toured the United States 
in the early 2000s. His personal collection amassed over 1,000 black cast film posters and pieces of 
memorabilia, earning him induction into the Black Collectors Hall of Fame in 1992. 

Born in Harlem in 1929 to Edward Cameron and Estelle Viola Mapp, Mapp received his Bachelor’s  
degree from City College, a Master’s from Columbia University and a PhD from NYU in 1970. In 

2009, he was honored with a Doctor of Humane Letters from St. Martin’s College & Seminary. Over his respected career, Mapp 
served as the Dean of Faculty at the Borough of Manhattan Community College, the Vice Chancellor of the City Colleges 
of Chicago, and as a Professor of Speech and Communication at CUNY, retiring in 1998. He served on the New York City 
Commission on Human Rights from 1987 to 1994 and on the United Nations’ NY Board of Directors from 1975 to 1978. 
Since 2000, Mapp served on the board of directors for the Friends of THIRTEEN, Inc. as an avid advocate for New York City’s 
public television station, often appearing at CCNY’s North Campus during his fundraising campaigns for PBS. 

Mapp was a regular presence on campus and maintained deep ties to CCNY into his retirement, funding scholarships for students 
and serving as a role model for the next generation of educators and leaders. An inductee into the CCNY Communications Hall 
of Fame, Mapp was honored by the Alumni Association in 2009 with a Townsend Harris Medal for outstanding postgraduate 
achievement. He is survived by his children Andrew, Everett, and Elmer, four grandchildren, and a nephew. 
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MILTON MURRAY 
GREENBAUM, CE ’56, 
died on Feb. 2, 2021 in 
Louisville, KY. He was 
90. The son of German 
immigrants who came 
to America a decade 
before the rise of the 

Nazis, Greenbaum attended Stuyvesant 
High School before graduating from 
CCNY with a BA in Civil Engineering. He 
went to work on building the interstate 
highway system under Pres. Dwight D. 
Eisenhower, specifically helping design 
I-95 in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. 
Greenbaum settled in Louisville, while 
working on I-64, launched his own firm, 
M.M. Greenbaum and Associates, and 
founded a synagogue in the community. 
He is survived by his son Sandor and two 
grandchildren.

BETTY HOLZMAN HAUPTMAN, died on 
May 1, 2021 in Portland, ME. She was 84. 
Hauptman studied marketing and public 
relations at what is now Baruch College 
and met her husband there before 
beginning her career in advertising with 
several Manhattan firms. They raised 
in a family in Greenwich, CT where she 
worked as the Executive Director and 
Head of Development at Greenwich’s 
Hospital and served on a dozen different 
local organizations. She is survived by 
her sons James and William, and five 
grandchildren. 

DR. BERNARD B. LEVINE, NATURAL 
SCIENCES ’50, died on Dec. 31, 2020 
in New York, NY. He was 92. After 
graduating from CCNY, Levine put 
himself through NYU Medical School 
by working as a waiter in the Catskills 
during the summer. An immunologist, 
he became a professor at NYU Medical 
School and a pioneer in allergy research. 
While practicing at Mount Sinai Hospital, 
Levine made important advancements 
in skin testing for allergies. A savvy 
investor, Levine learned the markets 
from brokerage firms in the 1970s in 
exchange for serving as a medical advisor. 
He turned his financial successes into 
philanthropy for medical research and 
scholarships for disadvantaged medical 
students.

HON. JOSEPH K. ROWE, 
BBA, died on March 26, 
2021 in NY, NY. He was 91. 
A highly regarded federal 
judge and active member 
of the Eleanor Roosevelt 
Democratic Club, Rowe 
was appointed to be a 

US Administrative Law Judge in the Social 
Security Administration. For part of his 
tenure on the federal bench, Rowe served 
as the Chief Administrative Law Judge 

at the Brooklyn Hearing Office. He was 
predeceased by his partner Francesca 
Bensimon.

CHARLES BENJAMIN 
RUBINSTEIN, EE ‘59, died 
on Jan. 30, 2021 in NJ. 
He was 87. As a teenager, 
Rubinstein left New York 
to join the Merchant 
Marines and, eventually, 
the US Army. After his 

honorable discharge, he returned to NY 
and pursued his BA at CCNY, earning 
the first Sandor L. Oesterreicher Prize 
for Excellence in the study of Electrical 
Engineering. After receiving his Master’s 
in Electrical Engineering from NYU, he 
began a long career at Bell Laboratories. 
A fellow of the Optical Society of 
America, Rubinstein held nine patents and 
authored 30 technical publications. An 
avid wine collector, Rubinstein became 
a writer for several wine magazines and 
authored a weekly wine column for a 
local NJ paper. He is survived by his wife 
Phyllis, his daughters Barrie and Mindy, 
son Steve, and two granddaughters.

DR. SEYMOUR SABESIN, died on Jan. 
4, 2021 in Chicago, IL. He was 88. A 
distinguished gastroenterologist who 
began his education at City College, 
Sabesin served as the director of 
Digestive Diseases at Rush University 
Medical Center in Chicago for 25 years. 
He is survived by his wife Marcia, 
daughters Norma, Hyla, and Andrea, and 
four granddaughters. 

SIDNEY SILVERS, MA,  died 
on March 19, 2021. He was 
94. After enlisting in the 
Navy at 17, he served on the 
USS Heyliger as a radarman 
during WWII. Silvers 
received both his bachelors 
and his master’s degrees 

from City College-Baruch with the help of 
the GI Bill. He spent his career as a NYC 
public school teacher, guidance counselor 
and administrator. He is survived by his 
wife Shirley, daughters Mara and Suzanne, 
son Adam, eight grandchildren, and a 
great-grandson.

CAPTAIN BERNARD STEIN, ME ’56, died 
on April 16, 2021 in Sarasota, FL. He was 
XX. After receiving his undergraduate 
degree in mechanical engineering at 
City College, Stein lived for 40 years in 
Ogunquit, Maine, where he designed his 
family’s home and helped his wife run the 
Shore Road Gallery. He is survived by his 
sons Tobie and David, daughter Pamela, 
and three grandchildren.

JACK D. SCHWARTZ, BA 
’59, died on Feb. 16, 2021 after a battle 
with COVID-19. He was 83. Schwartz 
worked at “The Campus” while at 
CCNY, helping break stories about a 
fixed NBC quiz show, “Twenty-One.”  
Schwartz was drafted into the Army 
after graduation and later pursued a 
fellowship at Harvard University and 
another at Columbia University. A 
lifelong newsman, Schwartz began his 
career as a copy boy in the newsrooms 
of the "Daily Mirror" and the "New 
York Post." After leaving the Army, 
he landed at “Newsday” in 1964 for 
a decade, rising to city editor, before 
moving over to “The New York Times” 
in 1973. Schwartz moved around at the 
NYT, working as an editor at the Week 
in Review, the Sunday Magazine, and 
for the arts, culture, and metropolitan 
desks. He returned to “Newsday” in 
1988 for a stint as the paper’s book 
editor, later holding the same role for 
the “New York Daily News.”

Schwartz made his way back to the 
NYT until his retirement at the age of 
67, when he began to teach journalism 
classes at Columbia University. He is 
survived by his wife, Dr. Nella Shapiro, 
his daughters Molly and Lisa, son Max, 
and two grandchildren. 
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SANDRA HELEN 
STUMBERGER, ’53, 
died on Jan. 27, 2021 
in Jupiter, FL. After 
graduating Cum 
Laude from CCNY, 
Stumberger moved 
to Rapid City, SD and 
married her college 
sweetheart. They 
eventually settled 

in Westport, CT, where she worked as a 
teacher, travel consultant, and financial 
assistant while raising her sons and serving 
on the Westport Historical Society. She is 
survived by her husband Raymond, sons 
Robert and Douglas, and a granddaughter. 

DANIEL WOLFE, BS ’58, died on Dec. 13, 
2020 in Bronxville, NY. He was 90. Wolfe 
was born in the Bronx and was drafted 
into the US Army during the Korean War. 
For his actions in the conflict, Wolfe was 
awarded the Bronze Star with a V for 
Valor. He graduated from City College in 
1958 with the aid of GI Bill and began his 
35-year career as a biology teacher at 
Jane Addams Vocational High School in 
the Bronx. Wolfe wrote three memoirs, 
including one about his experiences in 
Korea. He is survived by his wife Sheila, two 
children, and four grandchildren.
 

60s|DR. WILLIAM BORKOWSKY,  
died on March 14, 2021 in 

New York, NY. He was 74. An inductee 
of the City College Sports Hall of Fame, 
Borkowsky qualified for the US Olympic 
fencing team in 1968. After receiving his 
medical degree from NYU, Borkowsky 
served as the chief of pediatric infectious 
diseases at NYU/Bellevue and became 
an early advocate for pediatric HIV 
patients. He authored over 250 papers and 
developed more sensitive tests to detect 
HIV in children. He is survived by his wife 
Joan, daughters HEather, Shane, and Ariel, 
and six grandchildren. 

MARTIN GROVEMAN, 
’60, died of COVID-19 on 
March 17, 2021 on Long 
Island, NY. He was 83. 
A captain of the CCNY 
basketball team during 
its most successful era, 
Groveman never lost 

his love of basketball. He coached new 
generations of NYC and Long Island 
players, and every summer he helped 
run the George Bruns Basketball Camp 
on Long Island. After graduating from 
CCNY, Groveman became a guidance 
counselor at a special education school in 
Brooklyn. He eventually worked his way 
up to the position of principal, and then 
as a superintendent overseeing special 
education programs across NYC. During 
retirement, he taught a college course in 
special education at St. John’s University. 
He is survived by his sons Jon and Seth, his 
grandson Gabriel, and his nieces.

DEBORAH THERESA 
HENNESSY, died 
on January 10, 2021 
in Long Beach, CA 
from COVID-19 
complications. She 
was 80. Born to 
Chinese immigrants 
in NYC, Hennessy 
was raised by nuns 
and in foster homes. 

After graduating from City College, she 
married and raised two children while 
working as the executive assistant to the 
chancellor of the University of Pittsburgh. 
She remarried to Tom Hennessy and they 
moved to Long Beach, CA. She became 
the executive director of the Cal State 
University Academic Senate. Dubbed, "The 
Duchess," Hennessy worked for 25 years 
until her retirement in 2007. She is survived 
by her son John, her daughter Jacqueline, 
stepdaughters Diana and Patty, and 10 
grandchildren.

ALFRED HANS JACOBSON,  
died on Feb. 19, 2021 
in Boca Raton, FL. He 
was 89. Born in Berlin, 
Germany, Jacobson grew 
up in Shanghai, China 
after fleeing the Holocaust 
and Nazi Germany with 
his Jewish parents. They 

moved to the United States in 1947. 
Jacobson graduated from City College 
and served in the US Army during the 
Korean War. He spent a long career with 
Eastern Safety Equipment, retiring as CEO 
to his home in Florida. He is survived by 
his wife Ruth, daughters Ilene, Sharyn, 
and Lauren, stepdaughters Lynda and 
Janet, ten grandchildren and three great-
grandchildren.

MICHAEL T. McCALLION, died on Feb 28, 
2021 in Tehachapi, CA. He was 82. Born in 
Brooklyn, McCallion joined the Army and 
served in the Korean War as a member 
of the Honor Guard Company. When he 
returned home, he married Edna Trotter 
and, with her support, attended City 
College. After graduation, he took a job 
with the federal government and moved to 
California. He retired in 1992, as a division 
head at the Naval Operational Systems 
Center in San Diego. McCallion moved to 
Tehachapi in 1994, where he volunteered 
for the Tehachapi Depot Museum, the 
United Church of Christ, and a half a dozen 
other local organizations when he wasn’t 
traveling with his wife of 59 years to Alaska 
and South America. He is survived by his 
wife Edna and his daughters Laurie and 
Lynette.

BARBARA SUZANNE 
MEHLSACK, BA, died on 
March 18, 2021 in New 
York, NY. She was 76. An 
attorney who took on pro 
bono immigrant and asylum 
cases, Mehlsack dedicated 
her life to women’s causes 

LOTHAR “LARRY” GOTTLIEB, ’54, died on Feb. 11, 2021 in Buffalo, NY of 
complications from COVID-19. He was 89. Gottlieb was born in Nuremberg, Germany. to Jewish 
parents who owned and operated a high-end toy factory. In 1938, during Kristallnacht, or the 
Night of Broken Glass, Gottlieb hid with his cousin in the attic as Nazi thugs beat his parents and 
destroyed his home. In 1941, with the assistance of an uncle in Yonkers, NY, Gottlieb’s family fled 
Germany. They were pursued by the Nazis up until the moment they boarded the ship bound for 
America. Penniless, the Gottlieb family settled in Brooklyn. Gottlieb went on to receive a degree 
in Electrical Engineering from CCNY and landed a job at Bell Aerosystems Co. In 1957, he was 
part of a small team of engineers that recorded and broadcasted the first signals received in western 
NY from the Soviet satellite Sputnik II. In 2013, Gottlieb was featured in the Steven Spielberg 
documentary “Names Not Numbers,” speaking about his experiences as a Holocaust survivor with 
students from the Yeshiva University High School for Boys. He is survived by his wife Doreen, his 
sons Seth and Jordan, daughter Rachel, and two grandchildren.
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IN MEMORIAM
Joy Kaiser ’38
William A. Nielsen ’41
Marion Pasnik ’42
Monroe Malow ’43
Jack I. Stern ’47
Harold Basser ’48
Arthur Seymour Brecher ’48
Irving Kullback ’48
Albert Light ’48
Edward A. Zazzarino ’49
Jerry (Jerome H.) Weinstein ’50
George S. Stephenson ’51
Clarisse Geduld ’52
Albert I. Katz ’52
Robert S. Plotkin ’52
Armin Sommer ’52
Alfred "Fred" Auch ’53

Irving Berzon ’53
Louis Polichetti ’53
Stanley Wlodarczyk ’54
Jerome D. "Jerry" Hanfling ’55
Ralph E. Kelley ’55
David Rosen ’55
John Koutsantanou ’56
William Cappadona ’57
Vincent Ciccone ’57
James M. O'Donnell ’57
Martin R. Handel ’58
Pellegrino Papa ’59
Antonio Pepenella ’59
Barbara Pisetzner ’59
Saralee Stein ’59
Edward John Schuller MBA ’60s
Linda (Marks) Woodrow ’61

Alan Selman ’62
Barbara Spooner ’62
Jerome Joseph Stolov ’62
Gloria Capezio Richards ’64
Gilbert Camacho ’65
Barry H. Glick ’65
Maurice Henik ’65
Alan Hoffman ’65
Harold Winston ’65
Dr. Jeffrey "Jeff" Cohen ’67
Stanley Lewis Kantor ’67
Steven A. Bleier ’68
Sheri Saltzberg ’71
Robert Henry  ’73
Vincent G. Perilli ’74
David J. Kaval ’75
Ian Brooks ’14 MArch

Timothy J. Clement
Dr. Seymour Epstein
Natalie Greene
Martin Groveman
Fred Jerome
Richard Stephen Meyers
Edward Nager
Burt Pugach
Nina Silverstein
Donald Somers
Sebastian "Ben" Sparacino
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and public service. She graduated from 
City College cum laude with Phi Beta 
Kappa before receiving her law degree 
from Rutgers. She served on Congressional 
committees and as Deputy Comptroller for 
New York City before becoming a partner at 
a labor law firm in 2004. She is survived by 
her daughter Molly. 

ZANDER PONZO, ’62, 
died on February 4, 2021 
in Burlington, VT. He was 
80. Born and raised in 
New York, Ponzo attended 
Stuyvesant High School 
and City College before 
receiving his PhD from the 

University of Wisconsin. He spent decades 
as a faculty member at the University of 
Vermont. He is survived by his sister Elaine 
and nephews and nieces.

DR. MARVIN A. STEINBERG, PSYCH ’60, 
died on January 25, 2021 in Guilford, CT. 
Molded by his youth as a low-income 
New Yorker, Steinberg worked part-time 
at a detention center for violent male 
adolescents while pursuing his degree from 
City College in the 1950s. He began his 
career in clinical psychology at Hamden 
Mental Health Service in Connecticut. He 
worked as a clinician, program supervisor, 
and then acting director until his retirement, 
while teaching psychology at local 
universities. An advocate for gambling 
addicts, Steinberg played a key role in 
Connecticut establishing the first state-
funded gambling treatment program in 
the country in 1981. A pioneer in the field 
of gambling addiction, Steinberg worked 
with casinos in Connecticut and across 
the country to establish a resource guide 
and standard of practice for addicts. He is 
survived by his wife Catherine and his son 
Aaron.  

ROBERT WAXMAN, ’60, died on December 
20, 2020 in Fair Lawn, NJ. He was 82. Born 

and raised in Brooklyn, he paid his way 
through City College by selling ice cream 
on Coney Island and while supporting 
his family. After a career working for 
Western Union and the Computer Sciences 
Corporation, Waxman started his own 
company with his wife of 50 years and 
became the oldest person to sit for and 
pass New Jersey’s Professional Engineering 
examination. He is survived by his sons Alan 
and Steven, his daughter Deborah, and six 
grandchildren.

CCNY COMMUNITY
PROF. DEBRA “DEBBIE” KENNEDY died 
in November, 2020 in New York, NY after 
a long battle with cancer. Kennedy was 
an essential part of the SEEK (Search for 
Education Elevation, and Knowledge) 
program at City College for over 25 years. 
Her kindness and commitment to students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds helped 
hundreds of City College students over the 
course of her career. Her quarter century of 
service to the students and the mission of 
the SEEK program will not be forgotten.

ARTHUR KOPIT died 
on April 2, 2021 in New 
York, NY. He was 83. An 
accomplished playwright 
who earned three Tony 
nominees over his career 
for his avant garde works, 
Kopit taught writing at City 

College in the 1980s. His 1984 play “End of 
the World” is about a playwright struggling 
with a script about the nuclear arms race. 
The play is based on his own experience, 
after being approached by longtime CCNY 
benefactor Leonard Davis, while teaching a 
playwriting workshop in 1980. He is survived 
by his wife Leslie, sons Alex and Ben, 
daughter Kat, and three grandchildren. 

H A R V E Y 
LITWIN,’52, 
died on Dec. 16, 
2020 in New 
York, NY. He 
was 89. Born in 
Brooklyn, Litwin 
received a degree 
in Advertising 
and PR, before 
serving in the US 

Army in Guam and Korea. Upon return 
from his military service, Litwin earned a 
graduate degree in Accounting, and began 
a successful career as a PR executive. He 
first worked for MCA Records before 
helping found Agency for the Performing 
Arts (APA) in 1962. During those early 
days, APA represented The Doors, Jefferson 
Airplane, Janice Joplin, Harry Belafonte, 
Johnny Cash, Steve Martin and dozens of 
other entertainers. Today, APA is one of the 
largest and most successful entertainment 
agencies in Hollywood. Litwin had served 
on the Board of Directors since 1982. He 
also served on the Board of Directors for 
Swiss Chalet Inc. in San Juan, Puerto Rico. 
Litwin remained with APA as chief financial 
advisor and executive vice president until 
his retirement in 2002. He is survived 
by his wife Gayle, stepdaughter Lauren, 
son-in-law Antonio, and granddaughter 
Amelia. 
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THE OLYMPICS AND CCNY 
Featuring fun Olympic facts, current 
events and clues found in this issue.

ACROSS

DOWN

2. Alexandra Cohl’s podcast “The Pod ___” 
interviews women about the challenges they face in 
the male-dominated podcast industry.

7. Daniella ___ is the first woman named as regional 
manager for the Niagara Power Project.  

8. Governor Cuomo announced ___ are required for 
a return to campus in the fall.

14. The School of Education was founded in 1921 
and is celebrating its ___ this year.

16. Albert Axelrod medaled at the ___ Games in 
1960, winning a bronze for the US fencing team.

18. Swimmer, coach and teacher Jane Katz helped 
pioneer ___ Swimming as an Olympic event.

19. Two-time CUNY grad and intensive care nurse 
Sandra ___ was the first American to receive the 
COVID vaccine.

21. The number of Anti-Asian hate crimes in___ has 
risen by 2,000 percent. 

22. Megan Lei writes about Anti-___ attacks in the 
USA.

23. DUNK! The Science of Basketball is an online 
___ exhibit at the Harlem Gallery of Science.

25. Valedictorian Matthew Romano overcame the 
stigma of ___ to be top of the class.

26. The CCNY ___ Five Fencing team in the 1950’s 
included Daniel Bukantz, Nathaniel Lubell, Albert 
Axelrod, Harold Goldsmith and James Strauch. 

28. Great Grad Benjamin Reichman will pursue a 
PhD in Artificial ___. 

29. ___ designer Mohammed Gueye is a Great Grad 
from the Spitzer School of Architecture.

1. The earliest CCNY Olympian was track star 
Pincus___.

3. The 1969 student strike at CCNY is the subject of 
a documentary “The Five ___.”

4. Alondra Nelson was the 2021 virtual salute to 
graduates ___ speaker.

5. Olympic medalist wrestler and coach Henry 
Wittenberg was a two-time champion at the ___ 
Games.

6. Filmmaker Shalini Kantayya’s 
film “Coded  ___” premiered on 
Netflix in April.

9. Peace Asumadu, a Great Grad 
and pre-Med student, graduated 
from the ___ Scholars Program.

10. Walter Mosley’s latest Easy 
Rawlins mystery novel is called 
“Blood ___.”

11. The Urban ___ and 
Achievement Network offers 
workshops, presentations and 
information for students. 

12. As a Great Grad, Gabrielle 
Rodriguez plans to join Teach for 
___.

13. ___ player and coach Rudy 
Suwara competed in the Olympics, 
World Championships and Pan 
American Games.

15. Aidan Subrahimovid, one of 
the Great Grads, is the recipient 
of the ___ Physics Michio Kaku 
Scholarship. 

17. ___ sites on campus include 
CCNY, Lehman College, Queens 
College and more.

18. Great Grad and pre-Law student 
Shilpa Ann Shaju is this year’s ___. 

20. House Plan ___ ’70 members 
have continued to stay in touch 
with each other for the past 50 
years. 

24. Fencer Daniel Bukantz was 
a fencing judge for a total of 
___ Olympiads and three World 
Championships.

27. Dr. Peter Delfyett was elected 
to the ___ in March and Kathleen J. 
Stebe will be inducted in October.  
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Taking care of 
our own every 
step of the way
With this City College 
of New York alumni  
insurance benefit

As an alumnus/a of The City College of New York, you 
have access to a valuable insurance benefit—designed 
to help protect you and your family. 

This alumni insurance benefit includes these 
advantages:

Competitive rates that have been negotiated using 
alumni buying power.

Flexible benefits tailored to your needs throughout 
your life and often help complement employer-
provided coverage.

Top-rated insurance providers you can  
trust to be there for you.

Portable coverage you can keep with you  
if you change employers, move or are  
self-employed.

Easy to get started — call the Alumni Benefits 
Hotline or visit us online.*

Check them out today: 
www.alumniplans.com/ccny       
or call 888-560-ALUM (2586)

* For features, costs, eligibility, renewability, limitations, exclusions and carriers.

Program Administered by Mercer Health & Benefits Administration LLC
In CA d/b/a Mercer Health & Benefits Insurance Services LLC
AR Insurance License #100102691 • CA Insurance License #0G39709
89584 (1/20) Copyright 2020 Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.

You and your family have access 
to this benefit through the      
Alumni Association of The City 
College of New York:

• Long-Term Care Insurance
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141st

Due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, 
we are continuing to host all events online. 
We are monitoring the re-opening of NYS and 
the nation's vaccination progress, and we will 
announce event plans for the fall (in-person, 
virtual, or hybrid) once they are available.

If you have specific questions or concerns regarding 
an upcoming event, please contact Nina Ferrell, 
Events Manager, at nferrell@ccnyalumni.org.
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